Roll-out of regulated parking in La Savina
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As of this Monday, 2 February, the Formentera Council will begin to roll out the newly-devised
system of regulated parking in La Savina. The OAC (or Citizen Information Office), located in
Sant Francesc, has already begun to distribute decals which will accredit vehicle-owners with
island residency. The Council has indicated that drivers will have at least the entire month of
February in order to collect the adhesive stickers.

On this first day of distribution, employees of the information office dispensed the decals to La
Savina residents who had come to request them in person. People from other corners of the
island were submitted to a simple verification of documentation, ensuring that the papers they
had brought were in order. The hope is that employees of the OAC will gradually in this way be
familiarised with the procedures and material involved in this relatively new project.

To obtain the decal, drivers are asked to visit the Citizen Information Office in possession of DNI
(national ID card) and, if the person requesting the decal is also the owner of the car, vehicle
documents. Otherwise, the applicant must present documentation from his insurance company
proving that he is also the habitual driver. Workers at information office will check to ensure the
applicant is listed on municipal registers ('empadronat') and that the vehicle is registered in
Formentera. If these two criteria are met, a decal will be delivered on the spot.

New parking attendants

In addition to the primary changes, the La Savina parking overhaul will be accompanied by
another altogether new apparition: parking officers charged with ensuring compliance with the
new system. Three parking attendants, chosen from a list of 32 who applied, have already
begun informational outreach campaigns and preparation of protocol. New parking metres will
be installed across the town in the coming days and the parking officers will receive special
training to prepare for equipment operation. Last Friday, a four-hour training class served to
instruct these new employees to correctly address different resident inquiries regarding
specifics of the new system.
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